
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MONTANA

MISSOULA DIVISION

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,

                                 Plaintiff,

            vs.
 
TIMOTHY JAMES PULLIAM, JR.,

                      Defendant.

CR 14–12–M–DWM–2

ORDER

It is the rare lawyer who dictates to the federal court, or any state court,

when he is willing to participate in a scheduled hearing.  It is an even rarer

occasion that a lawyer having received an order from the federal court setting a

hearing, files a pleading which says “[d]ue to scheduling conflicts and lack of time

to make arrangements both counsel and [the client] are unable to appear at the

Change of Plea Hearing currently set for July 29, 2014, at 9:45 am.”  Perhaps such

hubris would be understandable if some critical event prompted the injudicious

pleading. But, reasoning that “[d]ue to a vacation, medical issues, a root canal and

hundreds of emails–counsel inadvertently missed the email setting the Change of

Plea Hearing in this case[,]” does not meet any standard except that of

extraordinary hubris, a standard not usually recognized in judicial proceedings.  In
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the event that the Court’s concern is not evident, such behavior by a lawyer is

unacceptable, unprofessional, and unfortunate.  This lawyer has placed his client

in jeopardy.  The natural course under such circumstances is to issue a bench

warrant and have the U.S. Marshal arrest the client to get him or her before the

Court for purposes of the scheduled hearing.  That course of action ends up being

punitive and reflects badly on the Defendant who unknowingly and unwittingly

misses a scheduled appearance.  The alternative is to reset the hearing on short

notice and to advise counsel that his sore teeth, his vacation plans, and the email

he apparently doesn’t read will not be an excuse to miss the rescheduled hearing. 

Furthermore counsel will have to deal with whatever scheduling conflicts he may

think he has and he must appear with his client for the rescheduled hearing on

Thursday at 1:30 p.m., July 31, 2014 at the Russell Smith United States

Courthouse in Missoula, Montana 201 East Broadway.  Failure to comply with

this Order will be considered contempt of court.  Counsel should be prepared to

explain his lack of professionalism at that hearing and should be prepared to

explain why he should not be referred to the Chief Judge of the federal district

court to determine whether or not he is fit to practice before the Montana federal

courts.

Therefore, IT IS ORDERED that the hearing set for 9:45 on July 28, 2014 is
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rescheduled for 1:30 p.m., July 31, 2014 at the Russell Smith United States

Courthouse, 201 East Broadway, Missoula, Montana.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that counsel provide a copy of this Order to

his client before the rescheduled hearing.

DATED this 29  day of July, 2014.th
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